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•t dlcooaa * eoalar ueson coupled strongly to gluona.

Radiative deooys of th« *y Z' are taken as a source of

Slaona со that our «la ia to calculate ?{?/'}'-*G%^)

•here С ia the preeuaed scalar gluonium. We use QCD sum

rules to find botii <oi^*^'^*cv lorp» («here <?,£

is the gluon field string* tensor) and Г fC7/V -» 6" У )
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QCO naturally earplaiaa the observed asymaetry between

scalar and pseudoscalar states In the radiatire deceys of

the J / r • 8oae general remarka on glucinium in QCD ase

made.
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1. Gluoiuiufli In QSD

Composite models, in general* make very well in classi-

fying known hadrons. The success is not inherited, however,

automatically by Quantum Chromodynamics - field theory which

is destined to replace naive quark models* The problem is

that it is not easy to translate in the language of QCO

hat a "constituent" quark means* To the contrary, "current"

quarks'- -' are readily introduced in terms of the operators

entering the Lagrangian but it is not clear what connection,

if any, these objects have with the composite models* '

The gap can be bridged by the duality principle. Consider

the cross section associated with some quark current, calcu-

lated perturbatively in QCD. Then one can argue that the

bare сгоьз section is approximately equal to a smeared phy-

sical one, the latter containing resonance peaks, say, the

/ , etc.

A careful analysis does show*-
2
-' that QCD leads to some

kind of a refined duality. The smearing becomes a well-de-

fined procedure. Consider, for example, the cross section

of e
+
e~ annihilation into hadrons with the total isotopic

spin equal to unity* Then the integral

CD

is reliably given by the bare quark graph at as low mass

as Vr « 0 . 6 GeV^ (the scale of mass is set up by the

vacuum expectation values of quark and gluon operators,

^ • ^ 1 ^ у ̂  ^ ^ • • • ) * On the other hand, the physical cross

section at H
2
 « 0.6 GeV

2
 is dominated by the J> which

is a classical quark-built state.



Thus, we can suggest - at least a tentative - defini-

tion of quarkonium *' as a quark-built state which domi-

nates at M 2 "•'I GeV2 the cross section associated wi'th a

quark current.

The definition is immediately generalized to the case of

gluoniua. Introduce (fictitious) currents built out of the

gluon operators, such as

js =

is the gluon field strength tensor, ois is the

quark-gluon coupling constant, <5̂ >> - /2. ̂/^J»ib^»t& ) and

look for resonances which dominate the corresponding cross

sections* These are gluonium states then.

Suppose that one did analize the QCD sum rules for the

integrals of the type (1) and got the feeling that some par-

ticular liadron is a good candidate.for gluonium. What is

the next step? As a shrewd reader certainly suspects, any

analysis leaves open several possibilities. To be sure of

a particular choice, it is desirable to have an independent

check.

Thus, one turns tc a search of gluonic currents in

Nature. The crucial point is that such (effective) currents

are provided by heavy quarksL^J. Say, the radiative decays

*) Unfortunately, the term "quarkonium" is usually associa-

ted with heavy quark levels only. Nevertheless we shall

sometimes use it - as opposed to gluonium - refering to

any quark system.



of У/f, У/У-* ]f + hutr go through chaimed

quark-actiquark annihilation, с *" -» ~$ЗЯ •
 T n e

 gluons

Л are produced at abort distances and then undexgo a

transition into observable badrons. Thus, if it is possible

to evaluate the radiative widths from the ease first prin-

ciples of QOD, the identification of a particular state

with gluonium can be either confirmed or ruled out.

In the two recent papers ̂
4
'
8
яге realised euoh a program

in the case of the pseudoscalar gluonium. The result turned

rather unexpected. We did not find any special "gluonius"

but convinced ourselves that the same n ' which is tra-

ditionally called the ninth qq pseudoscalar meson fits

very well as a gluonium too.

Thus, there is a profound difference between QCD and

composite models. The latter double the number of states

to accomodate both quarkonium and gluonium with the same

quantum numbers* QCD, at least, in general, can be satis-

fied with a single resonance. Moreover, thinking backwards,

it is rather clear that there is no gluonium states "distin-

guishable from "quarkonium": there is nothing spectacular

about the hadron spectrum in the radiative decays ^/^-i/t haJr.

In the present paper we perform similar calculations

for a scalar gluonium, which we will call " С meson".

Our analysis implies that this meson must be relatively

light and we would like to identify it with the well-known

enhancement in the S-wave ЗГХ interaction at m s 600-

«700 MeV» There is nothing new a* far as the technique is

oonoercod. However, any new applioation of the ideas can

become crucial since the framework is highly quantitative

and oontains no adjustable parameters.



2. Interaction with vacuum field»

following the idea* outlined In the previos section

introduoe the scalar current

and the corresponding two-point function

<olT [jsfx;, i«Jlo> . (3)

If there existed a local aouroe of J
x
 the imaginary part

of С ( О would be proportional to the corresponding anni-

hilation ososs section. In particular» it seems granted

that at Q
2
 ~ 1 GeT

2
( Q

2
 s -q

2
) flfa

1
) is do-

ainatsd by a resonance-like structure which we call scalar

gluonium ( Cf meson). Our goal is to eraluate the position

and coupling of this object to the glnonic current» Ав а

preliminary step, we derive in this section QCD predicti-

ons for П ( & ) ,

As is repeatedly explained elsewhere I• J we approach

the crucial region ot Q
2
 ~ 1 GeT

2
 starting from large

Q • At asymptotically nigh Q
2
 the two-point function (3)

is given • up to possible subtraction tezms - by the

simplest perturbative graph of Fig. It

where о($ (X,) ±
e
 the running coupling constant t

y
 A*-tOOt*iV. In deriving this relation it is



essential that current (2) has vanishing anomalous dimension»

i.-. it is not renormaxized logarithmically.

The fact that asymptotics of various two-point functions

is given by perturbation theory is well-known, of course}

it is due to famous asymptotic freedom of QCD. It implies

that at high Q the continuum cross section is given by

the parton-like model* But we are interested in resonances

and moot considers therefore, lower Q .

She first impression is that at lower Q higher orders in

the perturbation theory become most important* But it is not

so. From the experienceL2J we learn that it is interaction

with vacuum fields that comes into the game first.

There are two distinct types of such interaction. first

gluons associated with the source js can interact with

large-scale vacuum fluctuations. Graphically, these are des-

cribed by Fig. 2. The points "x" and "0" are connected

in these graphs by at least one gluon line carrying

* large Euclidean momentum Q. The lines annihilated by vacuum

carry low momentum. Since x ~* 1/Q the probability to

exchange extra gluon with vacuum is proportional to an extra

power of 1/Q. These, regular in 1/Q terms are given by

(5)

Bq. (5) is a result of a rather tedious calculation and w«

plan to present some details elsewhere.

There is also another type of nonperturbative terms



which As due to instantons of (varying) size j>= const/Q.

Xiplicitly, one finds for the one-instanton contribution:

wLtre d(Q) is the density of the instantons of size О

and K»£l*?9) *•• *ne McDoJiald function. Hote that

К<р(ф?) ensures the exponential cut off at large P

The contribution of instantons of small size,

J>
 e
 const/Q, falls off as a high power of 1/Q at

(j «~jk o o and ie asymptotically small as compared to

the regular terms (5). There is an enhancement factor, how-

ever* The point is that apart from Q dependence one can

study dependence on the coupling constant ot
s
 (II) nor-

malized at some point II. The instanton piece П
 i n s t

 (Q)

contains an extra factor of order S-TT/o^sC
1
^) • This is

readily seen if one compares П j j ^ with the instanton

contribution* to the regular terms, say, < G
2
^ . Indeed,

П ^ ^ arises al ready in the classical approximation, while

fl
 p e g >

 in eg* (5) originates from first quantum correc-

tions.

Unfortunately, the present status of the instanton

calculus L^J do not pezait to find ^
i a s t

 for Q ̂  1 GeV.

Indeed, eq. (6) works only as tar as the integral is domi-

nated by such О that instanton gas is dilute, i.e.

noninteraction. The instanton interactions with vacuum

fields invalidate the one-instanton approximation at

Pvtvt. ~ (1.1 GeT)*
1
. (The problem is discussed in

detail elswhere). In terms of Q it implies Q ^ 6 GeV.

For suoh Q the relative weight of П
 iuet

 i
B
 still



extremely snail, for lower Q it could be (anch) larger,

but we have во control over its behavior. In fact, here we

deal with aultlinetantons or more complicated field configu-

rations.

In view of this uncertainty we take a pragmatic point

of viewi to estimate the two-point function (3) we use

only Л
г в
» (Q.) unless the estimate becomes inconsistent,

Moreover» we assume that at lower values of q unaccounted

terms become important and bring fl(Q) in agreement with

experiment. We will come back to this point in Sect. 4.

3. Low-energy theorem

In thie section we will demonstrate that not only the

high-energy behavior of Л (ф) is known but its low-energy

limit can be found as well» and it reduces in fact to

Indeed,

п(о) *

' л.
 г

 л

where we introduced the notation v/"V ~ ?S V * ' • In terse
of G the qCD Lagrangian ia S^QCZ ~ ~ ihz 3 * where

Q.
o
 is the bare coupling constant. Then, one immediately

finds that

(7)

On the other hand, the e
0
 dependence of

can be foud on dimensional grounds alone. Since there is no



dimensional parameter in QCD eaosept f *•;? the ultraviolet cut

off (quark masses are too small or tco large to be relevant)

< © | CT * lo> is proportional tot

<o|Q
a
lo>

«here H
o
 ie an ultraviolet (regulator) mass, corresponding

to g
o
, and о ie the coefficient is, the Gell-Mann-Low

function
f
 «

 m
 /У~ з Л 0 . Coabining with eq. (7) one

arrives at

Vote that if one tries to evaluate п(о) la the dilate

instanton gas «pproxiaation the result differs from eq.(8)

by the f aotor ty/4 , The reason is apparently that the

one-instanton approzliitation is not self-consistent and

assumes an iBfra-red cut off which is not easy to recoin-

oile with general principles* Similar problem was discussed

first in Bef. 6.

She derivation of П(0) presented above ignores the

problem of the ultraviolet regularization. To cneck the

result we did consider an alternative way which introduces

the Fauli-Tillars regulators for the quark and gluon fields. In

sore detail
f
 consider the I product

where €?«>> is the total energy-iaoaentum tensor (in-

cluding regulator fields). Using the Ward Identities

8



based on commutator relations one can find the value of

tt '_s T product at q = 0. If the regulator mass tends

to infinity and physical quark masses are vanishing then*-' i

&„ s. — Gp-? ̂ uV . For this reason the know-

ledge of (9) at q = 0 permits to find the low-energy limit

of the two-point function (5). The result coiasides with

eq. (8),

Hote, that in fact it is П(О)~ ^C°)
fer
tJ.

u
 ox, equi-

valently, the difference between <o|Q £|O> and the

same quantity defined in the perturbation theory that .

enters the sum rales we are going to discuss. Just this

difference was determined phenomenologicallyl- Л

\o> ^ o.

4. Gluonina sum rules

In previous sections we described what сал be learned

at present on /7(6/ within QCD. Complete knowledge of

П (Q.) would allow of course to fix the mass and width

of gluonium and we are rather far from this ideal. But

even the limited knowledge which we gained allows to evalu-

ate some integrals over the cross section* In many cases

the integrals are sensitive to the resonance region.

In this section we will convert the information which

is contained in eqs. (4), (5), 03) into predictions for

scalar gluonium.

Consider the standard dispersion representation for



) - П(о) * С faftfsjefs (other possible
Ji

 =
 ' X J f & )

 +
 -«btractions)

The left-hand side of eq. (11) is known as an expansion in

1/Q , «bile in the right-hand side •"** П (s) represents

the physical spectral density we are interested in. More

exactly, we are interested in ^ynHfs)
 a

t • ^ 1 GeT

sine* the high-energy Behavior of C^r H(s) is tri-

viel,

So tt is desirable to improve the convergence of the integ

ral in eq. (11). To this and we use a certain Borel

procedure (for details see Eef. 2).

Introduoe the operator L
 M
 ,

and apply it to eq. (11)„ Then, evidently, we get

_

Jbr the vacuum matrix elements entering this relation

we use the following estimates:

10



where J
t
 is an infrared cut off, P

c
 ~* 1/20O H*T

and the numerical value of < 0 \^ С|
г
\о> ie given in

eq. (10). Detailed derivation of similar results can be

found in fief • 2.

To extract the predictions from the sun rule obtained

above in the most simple way we assume that С//ч Л (s) i

roughly given by a single resonance, the С * plus

the parton-like continuum, %i fl
C
c*i.

where 8
 0
 is an effective threshold (we consider it u t

fit parameter). Moreover, we neglect here the effects du» to

total QT width, which renders the integration over the

resonance trivial. Then we arrive at the following relation

(The numbers here depend on °<$(м). We substituted

<Л = 0.3 for К - 1 OeT).

A few remarks concerning the ecm rules (12) are now in

order. The unity in the right-hand side represents the per-

turbative contribution (see Pig. 1). In the case of the

f - meson sum rules similar term dominates up to

П



1»г ^ г Г
2

т*\ rn̂  L^J, in the case considered the power correc-

tion dominates starting from M
2
 ~ 4 GeV

2
 so that the

unit tern ie negligible for M
2
 sensitive to a single reso-

nance. Hote that such a change in the relative "raijht of

the perturbative and power terms implies that there is no

duality - in it* usual meaning - between the bare loop

graph and lowest gluonium state* Instead, we expect some

kind of duality between the physical state and power terms.

for H *+ 1 vJeV one can expect that the continuum contribu-

tion in eq. (12) is suppressed.

It one isolates the leading power correction of order

E * then it corresponds to (almost) massless particle satis-

fying the condition

«# 4
Other power terms shift the mass, m

6
 £ o, but the

shift is too small to be realistic, fieally, for a single

resonance one would expect next terms of order C~**e / М г
)

with respect to It , i.e. at Pig» = 700 MeV the expansion

parameter is (-0.5 GeTvU )• There are no such terms in

eq. (11). Indeed, higher power terms have the same sign

and are snail numerically. The numerical smallness is due

to the extra factor ~ <*ь/йТГ . As was discussed in

Sects.2,3 there exist terms which are not suppressed by

powers of °*s , they arise from the instanton-like fluc-

tuations which are not accounted for in the operator ex-

pansion* Such terms hopefully render the theory self-con-

sistent. Unfortunately, there is no reliable way to find

them at M ~ 1 GeT. So we abandon attempts to calculate

12



, and juet take it to be 700 MeV. However, it

seems legitimate to «ay that our analisys does imply а

smallness of the б" паев. Boreover, the estimate (13)

свежа to be Insensitive to unaccounted terms. Eeally, one

oan get rid of the inatanton uncertainties mentioned above

if one ohooees larger raluee of H. Say, for X « 2 GeV the

inatanton contribution 1в ргеаишаЫу inessential (if falls

off steeply) and in the right-hand side of eq. (12) we are

left with the unit term and the first power ten. In the

left-hand side the resonance and continuum contributions

are roughly equal. Вше, we reproduce again eq. (13) •

lor №«- * 700 HeT

C 1 4 )

(Just the same coupling to gluons was found earlier t̂ J

for the Yi *, <o\ *» Q ? \*{? > - 0.<f <5eV
a
 where

In fact we tried aleo other fits. Both position of the

resonance and its residue can be concertedly varied
o
within

some limits. But the integral over the resonance region

is most stable under the changes. Рог example the sum rule

cannot distinguish between a broad and conspicuous reso-

nance structures but the area under the resonance curve

must be approximately the same*

Vote,that eq. (13) justifies soft meson technique

for the СГ . Indeed, assume that

where ^g- is a constant and 5" stands for the

<5" field. Then the standard extrapolation inherent tc th



•oft HUD technique pins eqs. (3) . (8) imply

*Л (15)

which looks твХ7 similar to the well-known chiral symmetry

relation

lq« (15) actually corresponds to prediction

5. BtdiatiTe decay

Tboa, we postulated ezxstance of a scalar gluonium and

estimated its residue starting from tbe <̂ JD sua rule-. As

mentioned in вес* 1 the prediction can be confronted, in

prinoiple, with the experimental data on radiative decays

of cbamoniua and other heavy-quark-nade states.

Ibe logio is eiaple: heavy quarks annihilate into glu-

ons and a photon. Since the residue for the gluonic current

is now fixed it is possible to evaluate the physical decay

width* The basic assumption here is that the photon is radia-

ted by chanted, not light quarks (one can easily invent

several 'arguments in far or of this hypothesis, see, e.g.

Bef. 8).

Technically, to calculate Г ^ О / V - ? C ^ ) it is

convenient to invoke again sum rules. Siailar calculation

of Г (У/У-*/?
9
 If) has been presented in detail re-

eeatlyl J , so here we just sketch the derivation.

As a first step we will obtain a low energy theorem,

for tue У -^-* У 6" transition (Fig. 3a). It is

14



worth emphasizing that we are interested only in the piece

of the l£$G anplitude in.'ucei by charmed quarks* Since

charmed quarks are heavy they are not exited at low energies

and appear virtually for short times, -* 1/2 a,. Hence,

the quark loop of Ixg. 3b can be consistently used to eva-

luate the effective Lagrangian for the gluon-photon inter-

action, ka. explicit expression has been already found I? Jt

2ггг/ ~ w M« >
C15)

where a. is the charmed quark mass (a. refers to short

distances, m
c
 = 1.25 Ge/

l
"

J
), V>» is the operator of

the electromagnetic field. It is a trivial natter now to

convert the Lagrangian «*• а у 25. Зл*° the amplitude

A

Here ffl" = к Р г > к Р г , $ f *

are the 4—momenta and the polarization vectors of the pho

tons, and the following relations are used:

}. 6f l»> = A

ь

is the G" -4-momentum, к and В are soae eons»

15



tanta,

Moreover, it ie convenient to introduce the invariant

amplitude *© depending on the 4-momenta of the У *

and 6" aquaredi

Then the low-energy theorem reads

Now we are ready to make the next step and to this end

write down the sidewise dispersion relation (in mass of one

of the photons):

в Г

I
]

+ oontinuua (17)

One can argue, that the continuum contribution in eq. (17)

does not exceed 3O%-5OJ6 of the У/ У* one (for details

see fief. 8). Neglecting it at all yields

, «. 50 *T

"с *"
 J
 " "

We can do a bit better if accept that the relative weights

16



of the continuum in e<j. (17) and in the corresponding sum

ru'e^l for Г ($-**£¥) are the same. Then there

emerges a more accurate estimatet

«here the coefficient 9/64 can be traced baok to the

Lagrangian (15)• Using the values of the residues

<0^
5
^*-|в'>

э
 <e\«^<i^V'\

l
> found in Sect, 4 and Bef. 4

and the experimental number Г (У -> l̂
1
 Jf) «• 170 eT .

we get

2 3-wave plooj +j ) s 25 »T.

B4?erimentally only upper bound for Г С ̂

Thus, further esqperimental efforts are needed to

check the theory* Note, however, that present experimen-

tal bound is already lover than the observed width of a

similar decay 3/Ф -* ̂
 r
 f and this experimental faot

is explained by the theory.

6. D i s c u s s i o n s

Thus, we have tried the Hypothesis that scalar gluo-

nium is just the same meson which is usually referred to

as a scalar quark state. It seems natural to try such a

hypothesis in view of the success of evaluation of the

Г7



У/f —* Г)
 f
 )f decay width M i

Although we are. still awaiting for a final comparison

with experimental data» there is one important conclusion

that can be <J-am now*

Xarlier» a detailed study of the quark ourrents has

been performed* The main lesson is that QQD doe-з explain

(and provides an exact meaning to) the duality between the

bare quark cross section and lowest resonances like the J>

meson. Bather surprisingly» the same is not true for gluon

currents. As emphasized first L*J in connection with t&.a Y)'

sum rules» there is no duality between physical states and

bare cross section for gluonic currents* In the GeV region

the standard perturbative contribution turns to be inferior

to the power terms originated from nonperturbative effects*

Thus, wa expect duality but between physical states and

power terms*

How con it be checked in the radiative decays of the

"onium" states? The point is that in the perturbation

theory the mass spectra of the gluon pair in the O
+
 and

0" str.tee are the saneL"J and one naturally expects close

partial widths for tile channels СГ "jf and « ' }f •

The approach developed here incorporates a lot of nonper-

turbative physios and implies no coincidence* To the con-

trary our resulting prediction for the production of

scalar gluonium is approximately seven times lower than

fpr the pseudoecalar one* So, the aaymmetry already observed

experimentally» is weloome.

We hope «lso that further study of the radiative -

decay will confirm identification of the scalar gluonium

with one of the states whioh is traditionally thought *°
 b #

a quarkonium*

18
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Pig.l. The simplest perturbation theory graph which deterai-

nee the two-point function (3) at asymptotically large Q .

Fig.2. Exbfliples of graphs describing the interaction with

long-wave vacuum fluctuations. "Vertical" gluona annihilate

into vacuum, while"horizontal" gluone oarry large Euclidean

momentum Q.

с

ЗА
3B

Pig.3. The charmed quark contribution into the amplitude jfjf6

(3a) determined by the effective photon-gluon interaction

(3b).
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